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Expert Commentary is a thought leadership series brought by our ASEAN Advisory Subject Matter Experts. The series discusses
current trends and topical issues as well as features key insights and experiences of our Subject Matter Experts.
At ASEAN Advisory, we bring together industry savvy experts and functional specialists to collaborate under one roof as a cohesive
team of advisors serving the ASEAN region. As a strategic consultancy firm, we focus on three practice areas, namely origination,
public-private partnership and projects, and policy and regulatory reforms in ASEAN. We also work closely with government,
government-linked companies, state-owned enterprises, private and public listed companies, multinational corporations as well
as high net worth individuals.
As the consulting arm of the ZICO Group, we are part of the 1st multidisciplinary practice group listed on the SGX Catalist and is
strongly affilitated with ZICO Network, consecutive winner of FT Asia Pacific Innovative Lawyers award.
More about us: www.zicoholdings.com
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Foreword
This is a celebratory edition in conjuction with International Women’s Day. Featured in this edition are an accomplished group of
women professionals in public policy and law reform. These remarkable women are leaders in their respective fields and have
brought about positive changes to society through their work. ASEAN Advisory is proud to call them our collaborators and friends.

�A woman with a voice is, by definition, a strong woman”
— Melinda Gates —
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REGIONAL COMPREHENSIVE ECONOMIC PARTNERSHIP:
PROVIDING CLEAR A CLEAR PATHWAY TO REGIONAL ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
By Tan Sri Dr Rebecca Fatima Sta Maria

W

hen President-elect Trump called the Trans - Pacific Partnership
Agreement (TPPA) a “disaster” and vowed to pull out of the
Agreement as soon as he took office, the world’s media pronounced the
TPPA dead. And in the next breadth they shifted their focus on the less
controversial Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP),
calling it “China-led”, and pitched it as the alternative to the TPPA. The
impression was that as one was US-led and the other China, they must
necessarily be competing agreements. Not so.
ASEAN Member States involved in the negotiations of both the TPPA and
RCEP were very mindful that these agreements were complementary,
albeit of different levels of scope and ambition. What was more important
was that both were agreements that would ultimately contribute to the
deeper economic integration of the Asia Pacific, namely, the Free Trade
Area of the Asia Pacific (FTAAP).
When the FTAAP was mooted by the APEC Business Advisory Council
(ABAC), it wasn’t well received. In fact at their 2006 APEC Economic
Leaders Summit, the leaders rejected the proposal. It was only four years
later that the APEC leaders gave the nod for concrete steps to realize the
FTAAP. And it gained momentum during China’s Chairmanship of APEC,
in 2014, when it was decided that work on FTAAP would be begin in
earnest, with the TPPA and RCEP as building blocks towards this goal.
But even as the study on the framework of the FTAAP is progressing, it
appears that an anti-globalisation move is stirring in the face of a postTrump environment. We have to wait and see if Trump will be able to
implement his calls to deal with China and pull out of North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the TPPA.
Yes, we should be concerned as any agreement that excludes the USA
may limit economic gains. But it is in this environment that ASEAN and
her partners must consolidate and work to deepen economic integration
in this region. Focus must be on the opportunities that agreements such
as RCEP can bring not just to ASEAN but also to the global economy. As
such, it would be in ASEAN’s interest to step up work on RCEP to ensure
its conclusion within the next 12 months.
As this is being done it would be useful to take on board the valuable
outcomes from the TPPA. One, the discourse on trade negotiations is
now mainstream, providing important lessons for public engagement.
Parties must explain RCEP to their publics so that there is an appreciation
of the impact and benefits of the Agreement.
Then, there is the issue of the Investor State Dispute Settlement (ISDS).
Post-NAFTA, this has been a major criticism against FTAs because of the
apparent “power transfer” from the sovereign state to big business. The
high profile suits brought against governments, made the ISDS one of the
strong causes against the TPPA while it was being negotiated. As a result,
included in the final text of the TPPA are processes and procedures that
would safeguard against frivolous suits by businesses. This is in itself is
a major outcome that needs to be preserved, and perhaps even further
improved upon, in all FTAs and investment agreements.

Another important inclusion in the TPPA is the recognition of the
contribution of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). This Agreement is
perhaps the first to have a dedicated chapter on SME development and
cooperation, to ensure that they are integrated into the value and supply
chains of the bigger companies.

‘‘

RCEP is an inclusive agreement that takes on
board, in true ASEAN spirit...

”

With the uncertainty around the TPPA, and an apparent rise in
protectionism, ASEAN can lead the way by using RCEP to keep markets
open, deepen economic integration and narrow the development gap
among the member states. This is because RCEP is an inclusive agreement
that takes on board, in true ASEAN spirit, the development concerns of
its members. The TPPA was an agreement among equals, no special and
differential treatment ala the World Trade Organisation (WTO).

RCEP - ASEAN relations:
to deeper economic intergration
It is important to be reminded that RCEP is ASEAN-initiated. Thus
ASEAN must provide the leadership to ensure that negotiations move
forward expeditiously. Let’s recall why ASEAN proposed RCEP. Above
all else this agreement between ASEAN and her six FTA partners made
business sense. It would create a market that is just over 30% of the
global economy. More importantly, ASEAN’s demographic dividend and
its growing middle-class is reason enough to sit up and take notice of the
benefits she brings to the table. By consolidating the five ASEAN+1 FTAs,
the noodle-bowl effect of the different rules of origin is reduced, even
as the focus is on tariff elimination, and streamlining other trade rules.
The challenge for ASEAN in RCEP is the balancing of levels of ambition
among the negotiating parties. To be expected the more developed
members, having been party to the TPPA, set that Agreement as the

‘‘

RCEP is a reflection of ASEAN’s thoughtful,
deliberate process towards economic integration.

”

benchmark. But at the other end of the spectrum are parties whose
levels of development limit what they are willing and able to commit.
Couple this with the fact that while ASEAN has FTAs with each of the
parties, there are those among them that do not.
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ASEAN must lead the way in the maneuvering
and navigating through these difficult waters.
In succeeding to do so RCEP could well be
the model for integrating Least Developed
Countries (LDC) with developing and developed
economies. This model may not be equivalent
to the “gold standard” that the TPPA is
espoused to be, but it will provide a clear
pathway towards that goal.
This article was first published in the December
2016 issue of ASEANFocus, a publication of the
ASEAN Studies Centre at ISEAS-Yusof Ishak Institute,
Singapore

About the author
Tan Sri Dr Rebecca has had a very distinguished career with the Government of Malaysia spanning more than 30
years and serving in a range of important capacities.
In her previous role as the Secretary-General in Malaysia’s Ministry of International Trade and Industry, she
provided oversight for the formulation and implementation of Malaysia’s international trade policies and positions.
This involved Malaysia’s participation in bilateral, regional (ASEAN, APEC, OIC) and multilateral fora (World Trade
Organization), as well as bilateral and regional trade negotiations.

Tan Sri Dr Rebecca Fatima
Sta Maria
Senior Advisor,
ZICO ASEAN Advisory

She was the ASEAN Chair for the ASEAN-India Trade in Goods Agreement, Chief Negotiator for the bilateral free
trade agreements with India and Turkey. She also provided oversight for the TPP negotiations and other bilateral
and regional FTAs, including the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) between ASEAN and her
six FTA partners.
On the regional front, she had a key role in ASEAN economic integration and chaired the ASEAN Senior Economic
Officials Meeting as well as the ASEAN High Level Task Force for Economic Integration.
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THE ROLE OF LAW SOCIETIES AND BAR ASSOCIATIONS IN REGULATING AND
FACILITATING INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN LEGAL SERVICES
By Nankunda Katangaza
Legal services underpin all economic and social activity in societies
across the world. The World Bank’s Global Governance Index defines
the rule of law as: “the extent to which agents have confidence in and
abide by the rules of society, and in particular the quality of contract
enforcement, property rights, the police, and the courts, as well as the
likelihood of crime and violence�.
Legal services therefore have a role beyond facilitating the
administration of justice and the rule of law. A well organised legal
services sector is a multiplier and enabler for economic growth and
stability. It can help to promote business confidence by providing
certainty of contract and an impartial mechanism for resolving disputes.
Economies cannot grow and prosper, trade with each other and attract
inward investment without an effective legal services sector. The
economic resurgence of Asia in the last decade has led to increased foreign
direct investment into the region and with that, significant movement
of multinational companies and the need for their professional services
advisors to guide them into new markets.
As foreign trade and investment grows, so foreign lawyers will
increasingly ‘accompany’ their clients in some way, in order to provide
them with the support and reassurance they need in order to do business
across borders. This may simply involve advising on the client’s home
country law and not on legal issues arising in the foreign jurisdiction but
at this point, it is not only the client’s goods or services which may be
traded, but trade in legal services themselves may also be taking place.
Legal services can be ‘traded’ in four different ways, as identified by the
Treaty on the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), which
entered into force in 1994 and which today has 192 signatory countries.
The GATS sets out four ways or ‘modes’ by which services, like legal
services, can be traded:
Mode 1 – Cross border supply
This happens when a lawyer provides advice or opinion from his
or her own country to client in another country.

Many lawyers may therefore already be engaging in international trade
in legal services without realising it, when they deal with clients in other
jurisdictions or law firms that refer them work from abroad.
The role that bar associations and law societies play in facilitating or
hindering this process will depend to a great extent on whether they
perform a regulatory role, have merely a representational function, or
some combination of the two.
There are a number of triggering events which may involve bar
associations in questions of trade in legal services, especially if they have
a role in regulating the local profession:
•

If their country has not previously been a member but joins the
World Trade Organisation. Very few countries are not yet members
but it is important to note that virtually all accessions to the WTO
have required new members to open up access to their legal markets
to foreign lawyers for the provision of legal advice on foreign and
international law, at least.

•

If their country embarks on trade negotiations on a bilateral or
plurilateral basis. The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement
and the Trade in Services Agreement (TiSA) are important examples
of the latter type of agreement. Trade in legal services are not
always included in such agreements or in bilateral trade treaties but
almost certainly will be if one of the parties has a strong interest in
this area. Australia, the US, European Free Trade Area (EFTA) and
the European Union will always request better market access in any
trade deals they negotiate.

•

If their country is part of an economic area, such as ASEAN, NAFTA,
APEC, EAC or SADC. These economic communities are increasingly
putting an emphasis on greater economic integration and the
need to build functioning ‘single markets’. In some cases this has
involved the negotiation of agreements between the parties on the
recognition of qualifications, which are needed in order to facilitate
the freedom of movement of lawyers between the parties of the
economic community. The East African Community is a very good
example of this phenomenon and the various Law Societies and
Bars, together with their regional representative body, the East
African Law Society, have been working together with the East

Mode 2 – Consumption abroad
This occurs when a client physically travels to another country to
consult a lawyer.
Mode 3 – Commercial presence
This is when a law firm or individual lawyer opens an office in
another country. It only covers the right of the legal entity to
‘set up shop; and doesn’t necessarily grant any rights to the law
office concerned to staff that office. So, for example, this covers
situations in which a foreign law firm may invest in a local law firm
through a merger or alliance but all of the lawyers on the ground
remain locally qualified.
Mode 4 – Presence of natural persons
This covers scenarios in which individual foreign lawyers are
present in other jurisdictions to deliver legal services, either on a
temporary or permanent basis.
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African Community Secretariat to put in place an agreement which
will achieve greater lawyer mobility in the region in order to support
regional economic integration.
•

If their government undertakes unilateral action to liberalise the
legal sector. This is often the most common route to greater market
access for foreign lawyers and is often triggered by the government’s
wish to promote or develop some part of the economy, such as
financial services, for example, which requires specialist expertise
not available in the local market.

In the above circumstances, bar associations and law societies may find
themselves being asked to react to government proposals, regardless of
their role. This is the position in which the Malaysian Bar Council found
itself when the government decided to liberalise services sectors in
April 2009. This move was designed to attract more foreign investment
and increase competitiveness in the services sector particularly as Bank
Negara sought to position Malaysia as the global Islamic financial centre.
In contrast, liberalisation in Singapore has been almost entirely
government-led and although the Ministry of Law has carved out a role
within the new regulatory regime for the Singapore Law Society, this is
limited. In Indonesia, whilst the government licences foreign lawyers,
licences are only granted on the recommendation of the Indonesian
Bar Association (PERADI). Vietnam’s liberal regime for foreign lawyers
is entirely regulated by the Ministry of Justice with no role yet for its
nascent bar associations.
It is however, equally possible that bars may unilaterally decide to
put forward schemes to permit greater foreign lawyer access, even
where this is not being pressed for by government or other sectors of
the economy. They may wish to do this in order to promote greater
opportunities for their members through greater integration into the
global legal market. This has been the case in England and Wales as
the legal sector responded to the rise of London as a financial centre
and gateway to Europe over the past four decades.

If bars are approached to consider issues in relation to trade in legal
services, they may wish to begin by setting up a dedicated committee
to look at all the issues and, especially if they have a regulatory role,
to think through the different options for permitting or expanding
foreign lawyer practice in ways that are beneficial for local practitioners.
The Malaysian Bar Council set up a Trade in Legal Services Committee
(formerly the GATS Committee) in 2005, initially to discuss issues of
liberalisation of legal services and subsequently, to implement the
government’s objectives for liberalising the legal services sector and
designing a regulatory framework for foreign lawyers and firms entering
the market. The committee drafted the subsequent legislation that
amended the Legal Profession Act in 2012 and 2013 to open the market
and now regulates and licences all foreign lawyers and firms.
These, however, are the limited examples of liberalisation in the region.
The ASEAN Framework of Services (AFAS) 1995 aimed to develop a
common services framework whereby member states committed to
eliminate substantial barriers to trade in services in seven key sectors
including business services under which legal services fall. Since then,
however, little has been done to implement these commitments with
national bar associations often expressing protectionist regulatory
policies.
The challenge for Bars in ASEAN is compounded by the fact that other
professions in the region, notably accountancy, are liberalising at a
much faster rate, assisted by their willingness to embrace the
mutual recognition agreements encouraged by the ASEAN services
framework and their understanding that clients are increasingly
seeking multidisciplinary services. As experience in the rest of the
world illustrates, accountants (and others) can often offer many of the
quasi-legal services that businesses want (tax advice, IP etc) and this
makes it easier for them to make further inroads into the legal market.
Unless bars grasp the fact that competition has many dimensions,
all of which require a rethink of regulatory practice, they will find
themselves defending shrinking ground.

About the author
Nankunda is a co-founder and Director of Hook Tangaza, a boutique advisory and consulting firm working with
firms, institutions and governments to build more competitive businesses, stronger institutions and better
function markets in the professional services sector.
Nankunda has over 15 years of experience advising on public affairs, institutional development and international
business growth strategy with a particular focus on Asia, Africa and the Middle East. In senior roles at the Law
Society of England and Wales, she lead policy reform efforts for trade liberalization, regulatory practice and
good governance around the world, working closely with international law firms, the UK government, European
Commission and the World Bank among others.

Nankunda Katangaza
Director,
Hook Tangaza

She has extensive experience working with law firms on developing international strategy and adopting business
growth practices particularly focusing on the emerging markets. Her crucial role in defining the Law Society’s
engagement strategy with governments, institutions and firms in Africa, Middle East and South East Asia built a
solid platform for her illustrious career in policy development and regulatory reform.
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ASEAN Advisory collaborates closely with ZICO Law, the affiliated network of independent law firms, on many strategic policy and law reform initiatives.
ZICO Law has a respected track record featuring many landmark engagements that have paved the way for progressive changes in a myriad of industries and sectors
including afforable housing, renewable energy, public transport, anti-competition and more.
Together with ZICO Law, we are dedicated to working with women who are the thought leaders and experts in their respective fields at both dosmetic and regional
levels.

Wei Lian has been a partner with Zaid Ibrahim & Co. for over 20 years and has extensive experience in
policy and law reform. She has advised Ministries and government agencies on numerous regulatory
reform projects including the drafting of legislation. Wei Lian has been involved in many notable
engagements throughout her career.

Loh Wei Lian
Partner

wei.lian.loh@zicolaw.com
t. +603 2087 9999
t. +603 2087 9823

During the Asian Financial Crisis, she provided advice on the structure and legal framework for the
national asset management company, Pengurusan Danaharta Nasional Berhad, to deal with the
problems of non-performing loans in the financial sector and also drafted the Pengurusan Danaharta
Nasional Berhad Act 1998. Wei Lian has advised and drafted new legislation for the formation of the
National Land Public Transport Commission and the regulatory framework for land public transport in
Malaysia. She has also advised on the legal issues and implications on the policies to be adopted for
the new regulatory framework for setting up of the Malaysian Aviation Commission, notwithstanding
formulated and drafted the Malaysian Aviation Commission Act 2015.
Some of her other engagements also include, the establishment of the Malaysian Northern Corridor
Economic Region and the drafting of the Northern Corridor Implementation Authority Act 2007, the
formation of the Perumahan Rakyat 1Malaysia Corporation and the drafting of the Perumahan Rakyat
1Malaysia Act 2011, and the setting up the Public Sector Home Financing Board and the drafting of the
Public Sector Home Financing Board Act 2015.

Sharon Tan
Partner

sharon.suyin.tan@zicolaw.com
t. +603 2087 9999
t. +603 2087 9849

Sharon Tan has been with Zaid Ibrahim & Co. for over 20 years, and as a senior partner of the firm, Sharon
advises on a wide range of matters predominantly in the areas of corporate and commercial transactions,
with expertise in competition law and also the technology, communications and multimedia sector.
In the field of law reform, Sharon was engaged by the Ministry of Domestic Trade, Cooperatives and
Consumerism of Malaysia to draft the Competition Act 2010 which established the legal framework to
curb anti-competitive activities. She also drafted the Competition Commission Act 2010 which set up
an independent commission to be an advocate for fair competition in Malaysian markets and to enforce
the Competition Act 2010. Prior to that, she advised the then Ministry of Energy, Communications and
Multimedia of Malaysia on the harmonisation of federal laws with cyber laws. Following consultation with
various government agencies to facilitate electronic transactions, the project culminated in the drafting
the Electronic Commerce Act 2006 and the Electronic Government Activities Act 2007 and proposed
amendments to over a dozen other pieces of federal legislation.
In the communications sector, Sharon has also advised the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia
Commission (MCMC) in the preparation of the previous National Numbering and Electronic Addressing
Plan. More recently, she advised the MCMC on a review of the Communications and Multimedia Act 1998
and the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission Act 1998 and drafted amendments to
these statutes, which are expected to be tabled in 2017.

Dr. Aida Othman
Partner / Director

aida.othman@zishariah.com
t. +603 2083 2370

Dr Aida Othman is one of the few women experts in policy advisory and law reform relating to the
Shariah which is still a male dominated field. She also has experience and expertise in Islamic financial
services, Islamic capital markets, takaful products and operations as well as Islamic wealth planning.
She heads ZICO Shariah Advisory Services Sdn Bhd as managing director and is also a partner at Zaid
Ibrahim & Co. (a member of ZICO Law). She has also advised international central banks and regulatory
authorities on Shariah compliance, governance and policy. Dr Aida has also been involved in reviewing
and recommending amendments to the legal framework for the Labuan International Business &
Financial Centre, which includes the drafting of its new Islamic Financial Securities & Services Act 2010.
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About ZICO Holdings Inc.
ZICO Holdings Inc. is an integrated network of multidisciplinary professional service firms, aimed at helping organisations and individuals succeed in
ASEAN. With presence in all the ASEAN member countries, our deep local insights and regional expertise empowers us to tackle the most complex
challenges, making us trusted business advisors. Our suite of services include :
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